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Abstract

Coalescent genealogy samplers are effective tools for the study of population genet-

ics. They are used to estimate the historical parameters of a population based upon the

sampling of present-day genetic information. A popular approach employs Markov chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. While effective, these methods are very computationally

intensive, often taking weeks to run. Although attempts have been made to leverage par-

allelism in an effort to reduce runtimes, they have not resulted in scalable solutions. Due

to the inherently sequential nature of MCMC methods, their performance has suffered

diminishing returns when applied to large-scale computing clusters. In the interests of re-

duced runtimes and higher quality solutions, a more sophisticated form of parallelism is

required. This paper describes a novel way to apply a recently discovered generalization

of MCMC for this purpose. The new approach exploits the multiple-proposal mechanism

of the generalized method to enable the desired scalable parallelism while maintaining

the accuracy of the original technique.
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1 Introduction

One useful application of computers is in solving otherwise intractable mathematical prob-

lems. Computers are able to perform computations at an ever-increasing rate of performance.

Many tasks that would take an impractical amount of time if performed by a human being can

be completed in very short amount of time by a computer. This quantitative difference in ca-

pabilities has led to qualitative differences in methods. One area of study in which these new

qualitative methods have proven useful is in the field of population genetics. Applying com-

putational analysis to genetic sequence data has produced new information about current and

past populations. A particularly useful tool in computational population genetics is the coales-

cent genealogy sampler. This tool estimates parameters of a population based on a survey of

likely genealogical histories.

The coalescent genealogy sampler is an application of a broader class of methods called

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). MCMC algorithms use clever applications of statis-

tics to select samples from complex probability distributions such as those defined by the co-

alescent genealogy sampler. Although the intuitions behind MCMC are reasonably straight-

forward, the statistical analysis of both the process and the results is non-trivial. The nature of

MCMC algorithms is such that they are typically employed when direct computation of some

result would require an impossible amount of computation time. Although MCMC methods

typically require vastly less time to produce an approximation of the result that would be pro-

duced by direct computation, they are typically still quite computationally expensive. Coales-

cent genealogy samplers are no exception to this, requiring a very large amount of computa-

tion even for relatively small problems.

Due to the computational intensity of coalescent genealogy samplers, it is desirable that

they be parallelized. Modern large-scale computing clusters are capable of bringing a large de-

gree of parallelism to bear. This potentially reduces the runtime of these programs by multiple

orders of magnitude. However, current approaches that apply parallelism to coalescent ge-

nealogy samplers suffer from a lack of scalability due to inherent features of MCMC methods.

The flavor of MCMC typically employed, the standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, suffers

from a significant sequential initialization that cannot be parallelized. Therefore, achieving
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highly-scalable parallelism requires more sophisticated MCMC methods.

This thesis intends to demonstrate that scalable parallelism of coalescent genealogy sam-

plers is possible through a version of the newly-discovered Generalized Metropolis-Hastings

algorithm. This algorithm allows the previously sequential initialization stage to be paral-

lelized, removing a significant barrier to efficiently achieving a high degree of parallelism

overall and reducing the run-time of these important tools.
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2 Background

Coalescent genealogy samplers apply stochastic statistical methods to answer questions in

population genetics. In this section, these topics will be briefly covered.

2.1 Statistical Modelling

Many problems in physical science, statistics, and machine learning involve answering ques-

tions about systems such that the state of the system at a given time cannot be singularly deter-

mined, but rather is stated as a probability distribution across a set of possible states. This set

of possible states is the state space. This may be necessary when the state of the system varies

probabilistically over time, is part of a large ensemble of states being examined, or when there

is simply insufficient information to fully determine the state of the system.

Often, answering questions about these probabilistic systems involves finding the ex-

pected value of some feature of the system across the entire state space. This means calcu-

lating the mean value of that feature for every state, while weighting by each state’s relative

probability. This calculation takes the form:

EX [ f ] =
∫

X
f (x)p(x)dx, (1)

where X is the state space, x ∈ X is some possible state of the system, f (x) is the value of

the feature of interest for the state x, p(x) is the distribution of the states and EX [ f ] is the ex-

pected value of f over all the states of X .

Note that each parameter of the problem being formalized translates to a dimension of the

state space. Because these problems typically have a large number of parameters, this means

the state space must frequently have a high degree of dimensionality in order to fully describe

the possible states of the system. Problems of this form are often too computationally intense

to directly calculate. For example, consider the motivational question of determining the prob-

ability that a given game of solitaire is winnable.[5] Take X to be the set of all possible initial

draws and x ∈ X to be a particular draw. Once the deck has been shuffled and cards drawn,

the game is either winnable or it is not. Note that the player may still lose a winnable game
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through lack of information, but the game was still winnable when started. So whether the

game is winnable or not is a function of the outcome of the initial draw. Define a new func-

tion fS as

fS(x) =

 1 x is winnable

0 otherwise.
(2)

The probability of drawing any given game of solitaire is the same as that of drawing any

other, so the distribution of states is uniform and is given as

pS(x) =
1
|X |

(3)

where |X | is the size of the state space, in this case the number of unique games of solitaire.

Because the states being described (the drawn games of solitaire) are discrete, Equation (1)

reduces to the summation [3, p. 15]

EX [ fS] = ∑
X

fS(x)pS(x) (4)

The trivial approach to finding the value of E[ f ] — the probability that a random game of soli-

taire is winnable — is to iterate all the possible games of solitaire, determining if each one is

winnable. For each one that is winnable, increment a register. Once the task of checking every

single possible game of solitaire has been completed, then the register representing the tally of

winnable games is divided by the total number of games of solitaire to determine the winnable

fraction. However, there are 52! ≈ 1068 different ways that a standard deck of cards can be

arranged. Even accounting for symmetries from the interchangeability of different suits, and

further reductions due to rules variations, the number of different possible games of solitaire

would mean that the trivial approach described would require an impractical amount of com-

putation to arrive at an answer.

Fortunately, it is not necessary to iterate every state. It is possible to calculate a reason-

able approximation using a randomly selected sampling of states. This is the intuition behind

Monte Carlo methods.
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2.2 Monte Carlo

In order to address the impracticality of directly calculating results in cases such as the soli-

taire example above, the Monte Carlo method was developed. Monte Carlo methods use a

subset of the state space to generate an approximate result, rather than calculating an exact

result for the entire state space. The method is to sample this subset of states from the state

space using a process that produces the same state distribution as the state space, which is

the target distribution. For a certain sampling process to produce the same state distribution

as the state space means that, for any given state, the frequency with which the process sam-

ples that state will be proportional to the state’s probability density in the distribution of the

state space. For example, if the system is twice as likely to be in state i as state j, then the

process will eventually sample i twice as often as state j. To say that this will happen eventu-

ally means that this is the expected behavior as the number of samples gets very large. In this

same way, the frequency of heads in a fair coin flip will eventually be 0.5 as the number of

coin flip events becomes large.

Suppose N samples are taken to generate the set
{

xi}N
i=1 where x is sampled from p(x).

For x to be sampled from p(x) means that for a given x, the probability that x is selected is

equal to p(x). The law of large numbers states that the mean of a set of samples will approach

the mean of the population being sampled as the sample grows. Because the probability of a

given sampled state is implicitly accounted for in its probability of having been sampled, the

expectation of f , the feature of interest, should not be weighted on that probability. So, using

already defined terms, the convergence of the approximation can be expressed as

1
N

N

∑
i

f (xi)
N→∞−−−→

∫
X

f (x)p(x)dx = EX [ f ]. (5)

This shows that larger values of N — larger sample sets —- should produce more accurate

results. In other words, sampling more states will produce a better approximation of the ex-

pectation. The quality of the approximation can be quantified: the error of the approximation

(|EX [ f ]− 1
N ∑N

i f (xi)|) converges to zero at a rate that is inversely proportional to
√

N. [2]

Monte Carlo methods provide a way to estimate the expected value of f in less time than
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finding a weighted average of f for the entire state space. In the solitaire example, it is pos-

sible for a human being to provide a useful estimate by running through hundreds or even

thousands of games of solitaire in a practical time period. So it can be seen that, even in this

relatively simple example, an application of Monte Carlo methods reduces the amount of com-

putation required to calculate an answer from an amount that is not feasible for a computer to

complete to an amount that is potentially feasible for a human being to complete.

A crucial requirement of applying Monte Carlo methods is to have a process that can sam-

ple states with the same probability distribution as the target distribution. In the solitaire ex-

ample, the probability of any given game being drawn is the same. This makes it fairly easy to

sample from the target distribution pS(x). The cards just need to be arranged at random, since

any configuration of cards is just as likely as any other. In fact, a process to sample from this

distribution is inherent in the game of solitaire: an ideal shuffle of the deck should produce

a random game. This is an example of a uniform distribution, from which it is trivial to sam-

ple correctly. There are other distributions for which algorithms exist for easy sampling. For

example, gamma distributions, normal distributions and binomial distributions — among oth-

ers — all lend themselves to easy sampling. However, many problems that might benefit from

Monte Carlo methods have target distributions that are much more difficult to sample.

Consider the motivating example described by Metropolis in [20]. In this paper, a sub-

stance has been modelled as a square containing N particles which are kept at a constant, uni-

form temperature. For simplicity’s sake, the square is periodic, meaning that a particle that

leaves the square immediately enters the square again on the opposite side. The state of the

system is described by the configuration of the N particles, which consists of the position and

momentum of each. So in the two-dimensional example, each state x can be described as a

2N + 2N-dimensional vector and the state space X is R4N . Note that, in contrast to the soli-

taire example, the states in the particle example are continuous.

In this example, the value of interest is a function f of the position and momentum of the

N particles in the system, and so for a given state x there is a unique f (x). The probability of

the particles being in any specific configuration given their temperature is given by the laws

of statistical mechanics, and can be determined by the canonical ensemble equation [11] as
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follows:

pM(x) =
1
Z

e−
E
kt . (6)

The terms of this function require some explanation. The constant k is Boltzmann’s constant

and t is the temperature of the system. In this context, E is a function of x that gives the po-

tential energy of the configuration. The total potential energy of a given configuration is the

summation of the pairwise potential energy of the particles. Finally, Z is a normalization con-

stant, calculated by

Z =
∫

X
e−

E
kt dx. (7)

The reason for the normalizing constant is to ensure that the probabilities of all possible states

of the system sum to one. That this is accomplished can be demonstrated by taking the marginal

integration of pM(x):

∫
X

pM(x) =
∫

X

1
Z

e−
E
kt dx =

1
Z

∫
X

e−
E
kt dx =

Z
Z
= 1. (8)

This formulation reflects the fact that configurations with a higher potential energy are less

probable than configurations with a lower potential energy. The means that the particles are

more likely to assume evenly distributed configurations than configurations in which they

bunch together, with a more marked drop-off in the probabilities of these more highly-entropic

states at low temperatures. It is also evident that the solution to Equation 1 for this example

requires an integration that is unlikely to be directly computable. Unfortunately, it is also ev-

ident that sampling from the target distribution pM given in Equation 6 using standard meth-

ods is not practical, as E (the potential energy of the given configuration) is a function of 2N

independent variables, i.e. the positions in each dimension of every particle, which expands

to a summation of N2 +N terms. This suggests a more sophisticated sampling method is re-

quired in order to apply Monte Carlo Methods to this example. The Markov Chain Monte

Carlo (MCMC) method proposed in [20] provides this method of sampling from a target dis-

tribution.
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2.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo

The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is able to sample from much more com-

plex distributions than those previously described. It is able to do this by defining a particu-

lar kind of process for sampling states out of the state space. This process is called a Markov

chain.

A Markov chain is fundamentally a process that probabilistically traverses a state space.

This means that the chain will visit one state after another, at each state choosing the follow-

ing, or successor, state from a probability distribution across the state space. The defining

characteristic of a Markov chain is that the probability distribution out of which the successor

state is chosen is determined by the current state of the chain alone. In other words, variables

such as the history of the chain, the total number of states traversed, and so on have no bear-

ing upon the chance of moving from the current state to any possible successor state. So for

a given Markov chain, the probability of moving from a current state i to a different state j —

the transition probability — is invariant over time.

A Markov chain can be used as a sampler by treating the series of states the chain visits

as a series of samples. Over time, this series will converge to a particular distribution, which

is the stationary distribution of the Markov chain. Additionally, if a graph representing the

transition probabilities of the Markov chain is both aperiodic and irreducible, then the Markov

chain has the property of ergodicity.[3, p. 104] In order for a Markov chain to be aperiodic

there can be no restrictions on the number of transitions it takes to return to a given state be-

yond some number of transitions. Irreducible means that it is always possible to go between

any two states via some series of transitions. The Markov chain being ergodic means that the

chain will always have the same stationary distribution, regardless of the starting state. So an

ergodic Markov chain being used as a sampler will always converge to the same distribution.

In other words, the Markov chain will eventually be sampling out of the same probability dis-

tribution, no matter where the chain starts in the state space.

Figure 1 illustrates a simple Markov chain. Each state A, B, and C, shows the possible

transitions that can be made away from the state, as well as the probability of each transition

occurring. Notice that the probabilities of all the possible transitions at any given state add up
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Figure 1: Markov chain state diagram

to one. This Markov chain is trivially aperiodic since any state can transition to itself and is

irreducible as there is a series of transitions to get from any state to any other state. Because

this Markov chain is both aperiodic and irreducible it is ergodic, which means that there is a

unique stationary distribution. The distribution of the states visited by the Markov chain will

converge to this distribution over time, regardless of the starting state of the chain.

For example, suppose that the following facts describe the probabilities of sunny, rainy,

and cloudy days:

• If it is sunny today, then there is a 50% chance that it will be sunny tomorrow, a 15%

chance that it will be rainy tomorrow, and a 35% chance that it will be cloudy tomor-

row.

• If it is rainy today, then there is a 10% chance that it will be sunny tomorrow, a 30%

chance that is will be rainy tomorrow, and a 60% chance that it will be cloudy tomor-

15



row.

• If it is cloudy today, then there is a 20% chance that it will be sunny tomorrow, a 25%

chance that it will be rainy tomorrow, and a 55% chance that it will be cloudy tomor-

row.

These facts describe a process for probabilistically traversing three states: sunny, cloudy,

and rainy. Because the distribution of tomorrow’s weather is dependent only upon the current

state of the weather, this process is a Markov chain. The states are fully connected to each

other (and each state to itself), so that this Markov chain is trivially aperiodic and irreducible.

There is then a stationary distribution that is determined by the transition probabilities of the

Markov chain. Regardless of the weather at the start of the Markov chain, after six days the

probability of it being a sunny, rainy, and cloudy day has converged to approximately 25.1%,

23.6%, and 51.1%, respectively. The Markov chain will visit these weather states with the

given distribution indefinitely.

MCMC is a particular way of applying Monte Carlo methods that leverages Markov

Chains. Using MCMC involves defining a Markov chain with transition probabilities in such

a way that the stationary distribution of the Markov chain is the same as the target distribution

that must be sampled as part of applying the Monte Carlo method. In the case of the parti-

cle example from [20], the target distribution is Equation 6, so the goal is to define a Markov

chain with this stationary distribution. In fact, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm[13] sets out

a way to define a Markov chain that, given a target distribution, has a stationary distribution

that matches that target. In order to elucidate this algorithm, the concept of the state transition

probabilities and the target distribution must be formalized. Suppose there are a finite number

S of states in the state space X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xS}. Although this may seem limiting, it is not

necessarily so as any parameter of the state must be modelled discretely for computing. For

example, a parameter that takes a floating point value will be stored in computer memory and

will have a minimum granularity and will only be able to represent a finite number of values.

For the purposes of constructing the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, the granularity may be

arbitrarily small. In other words, there are no implementation consequences to viewing the al-

gorithm in this manner. A Markov chain on X (meaning that the states that the Markov chain
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can transition to are all in X) can have its state transition probabilities fully defined as a matrix

of the form P =
{

pi j
}

, where pi j is the probability that the Markov chain will transition to

state x j when the current state is xi. Note that because a Markov chain must transition to one

and only one state at every given step, for all i

S

∑
j=1

pi j = 1. (9)

Take the target distribution of the Monte Carlo problem to be π = {πi} so that π has the same

distribution as state space. In the solitaire example, this means that

πSi = pS(xi) =
1
|X |

, (10)

while in the particle example, the stationary distribution is defined by

πMi = pM(xi) =
1
Z

e−
E
kt . (11)

The constraint at the heart of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is that the state transition

probability matrix P is defined in such a way that the following constraint, known as reversibil-

ity, holds for all i and j:

πi pi j = π j p ji. (12)

This constraint is significant because Equation 9 combined with Equation 12 produce, for all

j,
S

∑
i=1

πi pi j =
S

∑
i=1

π j p ji = π j

S

∑
i=1

p ji = π j, (13)

which implies by the principles of matrix multiplication that πP = π , demonstrating that π is

the stationary distribution of the Markov chain defined by P[3, p. 104]. The intuition behind

this demonstration follows Metropolis[20]. Consider a large ensemble’ of Markov chains all

defined by P and where Equation 12 holds. Then ni of these chains are in state xi and n j of

these chains are in state xj so that on the next transition ni pi j chains will transition from state

xi to state xj and n j p ji chains will transition from state xj to state xi. Therefore the net flow be-
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Figure 2: Markov chain burn-in

tween xi and xj is ni pi jn j p ji. This net flow will reduce the imbalance between the states, and

so the net flow will reduce on further subsequent transitions. When ni
n j

= πi
π j

, there will be no

net flow and the distribution will be at equilibrium (converged.) Due to the ergodicity of the

Markov chain, not only is this equilibrium unique and therefore the stationary distribution, but

the distribution of a large ensemble of Markov chains will have the same stationary distribu-

tion as a single chain sampling over a large number of transitions[20].

The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm sets out a general method for achieving this using two

stages: a proposal mechanism for suggesting transitions in a way that guarantees ergodicity,

and an acceptance function that determines how probable it is that a given proposal will be

accepted (the chain will sample the proposal.) If the proposal is not accepted, then the next

state is the current state, and the current state will be sampled again. By relating the accep-

tance probability to the ratio of the probability of the current state to that of the proposed state,

the stationary distribution of the Markov chain can be shown to be proportional to that of the

sample space.[13]

The question of how to initialize a Markov chain is an important one. In many situations,
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a randomly selected state will have a very low probability of being sampled from the station-

ary distribution. In this case, the chain will initially traverse a number of states at a proportion

that would bias the estimate produced by the chain before converging to the stationary dis-

tribution. Figure 2 shows an example of a Markov chain converging to a normal stationary

distribution. It can be seen that the first few hundred samples are quite different from the be-

havior of the chain upon convergence, and would generate a bias if they were included in the

samples. To deal with this, a burn-in period is observed in the course of sampling, in which

the first several states are not considered viable random samples. The determination of the ap-

propriate length of the burn-in period is difficult to ascertain, and typically the method used

to determine when the burn-in period is over will be part of sampler implementation. The triv-

ial solution is to specify a fixed number of samples in the burn-in period, but this risks either

providing a biased result if the burn-in time is too short or wasting computation time if the

burn-in time is too long. Methods also exist to evaluate if the burn-in period is over while the

chain is in progress. One such method is to use a sample statistic such as covariance of the

samples to determine if the chain has stabilized, but this can lead to premature termination.

A possible counter to the risk of premature termination is to compare the output of multiple

chains: if multiple chains are run and produce significantly different results, this indicate in-

sufficient burn-in time. However, running multiple chains is inefficient. The ideal solution

to burn-in is to have a random sample of the target distribution available as an initial state.

One way to accomplish this is to initiate new chains using the final state of previous chains

with the same stationary distribution. The danger in using this procedure is that, improperly

used, reusing old chain results can introduce bias[23]. This method also assumes that results

from an identical distribution are available, which they may not be. Another way to provide a

random sample for initialization is through perfect sampling [10], which is able to produce a

single random sample from the target distribution at extremely high computational cost. The

downside to perfect sampling is that the high computational cost of generating the perfect

sample can exceed the cost of a reasonable burn-in time in many applications. The problem of

burn-in is not solved in the general case, and the method of dealing with it is both domain and

implementation specific.
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2.4 Population Genetics

Population genetics uses genetic information about a population (or a subset of a population)

in order to infer hypotheses about the past or present features of that population. By observing

the diversity of genetic samples, biologists can make reasonable estimates of parameters of

interest such as effective breeding population size, growth or decline rate, migration rate with

a different population, and more. By formalizing and characterizing the information content

of genetic samples, techniques in machine learning can be applied to infer values for these

parameters.

Genetic information is organized into genes, where each gene is the information encod-

ing a particular protein. Different individuals can have different variants of this information.

Sometimes this results in functionally different versions of the same gene; for example, the

gene for hemoglobin antigen has an A form, a B form, and an O form. Additionally, there are

variants of each of these forms that do not affect function, but do carry detectably different

genetic information. These latter genes are non-functional variants. More generally, the differ-

ent variants of the same gene are called alleles. Note that non-functional variants of an allele

can only be revealed by discovering differences in DNA sequencing of the different alleles.

Additionally, when analyzing allele prevalence in a diploid population, each individual carries

two alleles of each gene (which may be the same.)

One way of characterizing a genetic population is by its allele proportion over time. As

an example, consider a gene that has only non-functional variants in a population. A gene hav-

ing only non-functional variants has two implications. First, all members of the population

will have the same function from the gene regardless of which allele is present and will there-

fore have the same survival benefit from that allele. Second, members of the population can

be classified by which allele they carry. Furthermore, because genetic information is passed

from parent to child in successive generations, there is a dependency between the distributions

of alleles from one generation to the next. However, there are elements of uncertainty in re-

production so this dependency is stochastic, rather than absolute. Some portion of any given

generation will not reproduce and will not pass on genetic information. Some members will

reproduce at a rate disproportionate to other members.
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The effect of this uncertainty is the phenomenon known as genetic drift. Over time, the

proportion of a given allele can increase or decrease based solely on chance accidents of re-

production. Because the distribution of alleles is not independent from generation to genera-

tion, a shift in the proportion of an allele will be propagated to future generations. In the ex-

treme case, no members of the population with a particular allele will pass it on to the next

generation and so that allele will not be present in future generations. If only one allele re-

mains in the population for a particular gene, then the population is fixed at that allele.

Genetic drift accounts for the spread of non-selective mutations. A non-selective muta-

tion is one that does not change the survival value of the gene, but still results in a new allele.

Initially the allele that results from a mutation will only be present in a single individual in

the population. The allele will then then be passed on to progeny in the following generation.

If the descendants who have the mutated allele happen to be disproportionately successful

in reproducing, then the allele will be present in a more significant portion of the population.

The probability of non-selective mutations spreading in a population is a function of the effec-

tive size of the population, so inferences about the population can be made by modelling the

stochastic processes of genetic drift.

Under certain assumptions, genetic drift can be approximated by the Wright-Fischer

model.[12, p. 102] These assumptions include mating in discrete generations and that, for a

given member of a generation, there is a uniform distribution across the previous generation

in picking its parents. In other words, the probability that a given organism is the parent of a

given organism in the next generation is uniform across each organism in both generations,

independent of any other descendent relationships. An organism in the earlier generation then

has a vanishingly small (but non-zero) chance of being the parent of every organism in the

following generation.

The Wright-Fisher model is typically stated for diploid populations, where each organism

has two alleles for any given gene. A child organism receives one allele from each parent. So

in a population with N organisms, there are 2N total allele copies. If a fraction p of the alleles

in a generation is allele A, then the probability of there being k copies of allele A in the fol-

lowing generation can be found by observing that the fraction of alleles that aren’t A will be
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1− p (call this fraction q.) If, for a given organism in the new generation the probability of

parentage is uniform across the previous generation, then the probability of receiving allele A

from the previous generation is p, and the probability of receiving a different allele is q. So in

a total population of 2N alleles, the probability of any particular outcome that has k copies of

allele A is

pkq(2N−k). (14)

The number of different possible outcomes with k copies of allele A is a combinatorial prob-

lem: pick k from 2N where order does not matter. This is

2N!
k!(2N − k)!

. (15)

So the probability of there being k copies of allele A among N offspring is

2N!
k!(2N − k)!

× pkq(2N − k). (16)

When taken as a distribution across the possible values of k, which are from 0 (no copies

of allele A are inherited) to 2N (no allele other than A is inherited), Equation 16 takes the form

of a binomial distribution.

This model of genetic drift can be used to make estimations about the genealogical his-

tory of a population. A genealogy can be represented as a tree structure with the various cur-

rent alleles at the leaves of the tree. Looking backwards in time, the genealogy is a series

of coalescent events, in which two alleles or — from a diachronic perspective — lineages,

descend from a single ancestral lineage. These coalescent events continue backwards until

reaching a lineage that is the common ancestor of all lineages. This is the root of the tree

structure. The Wright-Fischer model can be used to estimate how frequently these coales-

cent events occur. There are several factors that influence the probability of a coalescence in a

given period. One factor is the number of lineages present during the interval. More lineages

increase both the number of possible coalescent events and the probability that a coalescent

has recently occurred. Additionally, a higher mutation rate µ implies more rapid divergences
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of lineages and similarly implies that it is more likely that the last convergence occurred more

recently than a lower mutation rate would. Similarly, a larger breeding population Ne creates

more opportunity for mutation, increasing the divergence and, hence, convergence rates. The

parameter θ = µNe is important to population genetics since mathematical models of drift

cannot provide information on µ or Ne alone, but can only make estimates about their product,

θ .[18]

Assuming the Wright-Fischer model, a probability distribution p(t) can be constructed,[15]

which is the probability that the most recent coalescence of k lineages occurred t generations

ago:

pk(t) =
( 2

θ

)
e
−k(k−1)t

θ . (17)

Additionally, the posterior probability of a genealogy G given a θ value can be derived from

Equation 17 by viewing the genealogy as a sequence of coalescent events backwards in time.

Suppose there are n lineages at the present and that ti is the length of time leading up to the

“i+1”th coalescent event. So, for example, t0 would be the length of time between the present

and the first coalescent event in the past; t3 would be the length time between the third and

fourth coalescent event, counting backwards in time. Note that for the duration of that time

interval, there are n− i lineages. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3. The posterior proba-

bility of G is the probability that all of its intervals occur, and each coalescent interval length

is independent of the other. This means that the posterior can be taken to be the product of the

probabilities of each individual interval, which can each be calculated to be[18]:

P(G|θ) =
n−2

∏
i=0

pn−i(ti) =
n−2

∏
i=0

( 2
θ

)
e
−(n−i)((n−i)−1)ti

θ =
( 2

θ

)n−1
e

(
∑n

i=2
−i(i−1)tn−i

θ

)
. (18)

It is also possible to use statistical models of evolution to gain information from the actual

base pair data in sequenced genetic samples in addition to what can be determined from the

diversity of alleles. An algorithm is described in [7] for determining the overall likelihood of

a genealogical tree G having produced the observed data D. Consider the genealogical tree

given in Figure 4 as a possible G. The genealogical data, D, for some base pair are given

at the leafs of the tree. Consider the probability distribution Lni(X) which is the likelihood,
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Figure 3: A genealogical tree with intervals labeled. ti is the length of the interval, and k
is the number of lineages through the duration of the interval.
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Figure 4: A genealogical tree with sequence data and nodes labeled

given G, that a particular node ni in the tree has a particular nucleotide X in the base pair po-

sition of interest. X takes the value A, T , C, or G, representing the four nucleotides in DNA.

The likelihood distribution can be calculated for each node. For the leafs of the tree, which

represent known samples from the dataset D, this probability is either one or zero. For exam-

ple, Ln7(A) = 1 because A is the actual value of n7. For the same reason, Ln7(T ) = 0, since the

actual value of n7 is not T. At each interior node of the tree ni, with child nodes n j and nk, for

ni to have value X implies that the nucleotide at ni mutates to the values of each of its children

during the interval that separates the parent from each child. So, for example, for n3 to hold

a value of A implies that an A mutated to the value of n4 (or potentially did not mutate at all,

in the case that n4 is A) in 9.75 time units and that, independently, an A mutated to the value

of n8 (G) in 16.25 time units. However, in the general case, the child nodes will not have a
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definite value. The child nodes will themselves have probability distributions across the four

nucleotides (L j(X) and Lk(X) for n j and nk, respectively.) So then

Lni(X) =
(
∑
Y

PX ,Y (ti, j)Ln j(Y )
)(

∑
Y

PX ,Y (ti,k)Lnk(Y )
)
, (19)

where Y is iterated across all four nucleotides in each summation, ti, j is the length of time in

the interval between ni and n j, and PX ,Y (t) is the probability that nucleotide X will mutate to

nucleotide Y in time t. This probability is found[7] to be

PX ,Y (t) = e−utδX ,Y +(1− e−ut)πY , (20)

where δX ,Y is one if X and Y are the same and zero otherwise, u is a rate of mutation per mea-

sure of time, and πY is the prior probability of any given nucleotide being Y . The distribution

π can be approximated by the relative frequency of each nucleotide in all the sampling data,

since the biochemical causes of these frequencies are largely invariant.[7]. Equation 19 can be

calculated for each node of the tree in the course of a post-order traversal. This will result in

the likelihood of each possible nucleotide for the root. The term Ln1(A), for example, would

be the probability that the given genealogical tree G would have produced the genealogical

data at the base pair of interest, given that the root had an A at that base pair position. The

overall likelihood of the genealogical tree G, for a particular base pair, can then be calculated

as a scalar product of these likelihoods with the prior probability of each nucleotide:

Li(G) = ∑
X

πX Ln1(X). (21)

So for each base pair position i, the term Li(G) is the probability that G would have resulted

in the data D that were observed at i. The model described in [7] assumes that the mutation

of each base pair position is independent, so adding the sequence dataset D as a variable term,

the likelihood can be formally taken to be

P(D|G) = L(G) = ∑
i

Li(G). (22)
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It is important to note that the term u in Equation 20 is only relevant in relation to t, which is

unit-less. The value of u is therefore independent from the θ parameter, and

P(D|G,θ) = P(D|G). (23)

The values calculated in Equation 18 and Equation 23 are crucial to the class of algorithm

known as the coalescent genealogy sampler.

2.5 Coalescent Genealogy Samplers

A coalescent genealogy sampler is a tool used by population geneticists for estimating a va-

riety of parameters of a population. An example of a population parameter that may be esti-

mated is θ which, as defined in the previous section, is the product of the mutation rate and

effective population size. The parameter θ is the motivating parameter for the development of

coalescent genealogy samplers[7], and will be used to develop the concepts in this section.

Coalescent genealogy samplers employ MCMC methods to produce an estimate of θ

given a sampling of sequence data, D, from the population being examined. Recall that MCMC

methods involve constructing a Markov chain that samples a particular target distribution of a

state space, then using the Monte Carlo method to approximate the expected value of some

statistic of the state space. In this case, the state space is the set of possible genealogical trees

with the sequence data D at the tips of the trees. The target distribution that is being sampled

out of the state space by the Markov chain is the posterior probability of G, P(G|D,θ0), where

θ0 is some initial guess at the true value of θ . The value θ0 is also called the driving value of

θ . The method of sampling out of this target distribution is implementation-specific, but it can

be done with variations on the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm discussed in Section 2.3.[16]

The result of the sampling is a set {G} of genealogies. Rather than a scalar value for the

sample statistic, the Monte Carlo method is computing a function of the likelihood for arbi-

trary θ to produce the sample genealogy as a ratio to the likelihood of the driving value θ0. It

is should be anticipated that there are values of θ which are more likely than θ0 to have pro-

duced {G}, despite the generation {G} being driven by θ0. This is because the target distri-
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bution of P(G|D,θ) incorporates information from the sequencing data D. Even though, as

noted earlier, it is the case that D can be determined independently of θ , there are still dis-

tributions of possible genealogies that are more compatible with D. The different possible

distributions of {G} are not independent of the value of θ .

Call the function which measures the ratio of the likelihood of an arbitrary θ value to that

of θ0 a relative likelihood function. The likelihood of θ to produce G and D can be factored

as follows:

P(D,G|θ) = P(D,G,θ)
P(θ)

=
P(D|G,θ)P(G,θ)

P(θ)
=

P(D|G)P(G|θ)P(θ)
P(θ)

= P(D|G)P(G|θ).

(24)

So then define the relative likelihood function[7] LG such that

LG(θ) =
P(D,G|θ)
P(D,G|θ0)

=
P(D|G)P(G|θ)
P(D|G)P(G|θ0)

=
P(G|θ)
P(G|θ0)

. (25)

Note that the term P(G|θ) was defined in Equation 18. The output of the MCMC approxima-

tion is the unweighted average of Equation 25 across the entire set of sample genealogies {G}

and this is an approximation of the relative likelihood of an arbitrary value of θ :

L(θ) =
1
N ∑

G
LG(θ) =

1
N ∑

G

P(G|θ)
P(G|θ0)

. (26)

The resulting approximation L(θ) can be used to construct a likelihood curve, which is a

graph of how much more likely a possible θ is to have produced the samples in G than the

initial assumed value, θ0. Such a curve can be seen in Figure 5, which shows an approxima-

tion of the relative likelihood curve, where the true θ parameter value for the population is 1.0

and the driving value of θ0 was 0.01. It can be seen that values of θ close to 1.0 have higher

likelihoods relative to θ0. The maximum value of this curve should be taken to be the maxi-

mum likelihood estimation (MLE) of the value of θ . Assuming that the curve is continuous

and differentiable, the MLE be found by performing an iterative gradient ascent. If desired,

the initial presumed θ0 can be replaced by the MLE of θ and the entire sampling process can

be repeated to find a new curve and derive a new estimate of θ . This can continue for some
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Figure 5: A likelihood curve with a true θ of 1.0 and a driving θ0 of 0.01

fixed number of steps, or until the value of θ stabilizes in order to find a final estimate, which

is the output of the method as a whole.

Coalescent genealogy samplers are applicable to a large diversity of studies and are able

to provide significant insights into sampled populations.[16] The same method can be used

to estimate parameters other than θ , provided a suitable sampler algorithms and likelihood

functions can be computed. These versatile tools are an excellent application of computation

to answer questions in science.
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3 Problem Statement

Complicating the use of coalescent genealogy samplers is the fact that these types of algo-

rithms are extremely computationally intensive, and as a result this type of analysis can be

very time-consuming[16]. This is primarily due to the nature of the calculation of the like-

lihood values of individual genealogies. Recall from Section 2.3 that the calculation of the

P(D|G) term requires a post-order traversal of the genealogical tree for each base pair posi-

tion in the sequence data. That term must be calculated in the process of sampling each ge-

nealogical tree, as will be explored in Section 4.2. This means that the execution time of the

algorithm scales linearly with sequence length, sequence count, the number of genealogies

sampled for each iteration of the likelihood maximization, and the number of iterations of

the likelihood maximization that occurs. Large-scale multi-parameter analysis with a large

amount of sequence data can potentially take on the order of weeks to complete with currently

available coalescent genealogy sampling packages.

Because of this tremendous computational cost, it seems desirable to apply parallel com-

puting to this problem at the greatest possible scale. Efficient application of parallelism would

potentially enable the use of available computing resources to produce more accurate results

in a much shorter time, reducing the amount of time devoted to analysis in many studies of

population genetics. However, the nature of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm at the heart of

the sampler makes parallelization difficult [4]. Recall from Section 2.3 that a principle feature

of a Markov chain is that the probability of transitioning to a given state depends solely upon

the current state. This means that the current state must be known before the probabilistic dis-

tribution of the successor state can be determined. In other words, there is a serial dependency

of each state transition upon the completion of the previous state transition. These dependen-

cies make the parallelization of a Markov chain non-trivial.

A common work-around to the dependencies involved in a single Markov chain is to run

multiple Markov chains in parallel [23] using the same set of transition probabilities — and

hence the same process of exploring the state space — for each individual chain. The results

are then aggregated to provide the final result. In the case of the coalescent genealogy sam-

pler, the sets of sample genealogical trees would be collated into one aggregate set for cal-
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Figure 6: An illustration of the efficiency of combining multiple chains. Each chain must
go through a burn-in period of 4 (B = 4) steps through the chain to ensure conver-
gence. The total output of all the chains is 4 (N = 4) samples. The number of chains
is equal to P. As the number of chains increases, the amount of computation time
spent in the burn-in period dominates, with diminishing returns for time of execu-
tion.
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culating the likelihood curve. This method, with some additional exchange of information

between chains, is proposed in [25]. However, this approach is increasingly less efficient at

high degrees of parallelism due to the burn-in period. Each Markov chain must complete its

own burn-in before non-biased sampling of the target distribution can begin. As mentioned

in Section 2.3, the optimal length of this period can be difficult to assess. As a point of ref-

erence, the current implementation of one coalescent genealogy sampler software package

uses a fixed burn-in period. Suppose a fixed burn-in period of B transitions is necessary to be

certain the Markov chain has converged to its stationary distribution. These B transitions will

be discarded for sampling purposes, but they are a necessary step every time a chain is run.

If N samples are to be taken from the target distribution, then a single chain will need to per-

form B+N transitions in order to acquire the desired N samples. With P processors and one

Markov chain per processor, each processor will need to calculate B+ N
P transitions. An ex-

ample of this is illustrated in Figure 6. As P increases, B (which is the serial component of the

execution) will dominate the runtime equation in accordance with Amdahl’s law [1], which

observes that as parallelism increases, the remaining serial component will dominate the com-

putation:

lim
P→∞

B+
N
P
= B. (27)

This means that increasing parallelism will have diminishing returns. Hence, although

the method of aggregating multiple chains will result in an improved runtime for low-order

parallelism, it will not efficiently scale on highly-parallel computing clusters.

In order to make efficient, high-order parallelism of coalescent genealogy samplers pos-

sible, a more sophisticated method of parallelization is required. A method for doing so is

described here, with implementation details and results.
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4 Method

The method that is be explored in this section is the application of a variant of the Generalized

Metropolis-Hastings algorithm[4] to the coalescent genealogy sampler that is described in

the seminal paper[18] on the LAMARC software package. This is done in order to achieve

scalable parallelism of modern coalescent genealogy samplers. The parallel platform used is

the general-purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU), utilizing the CUDA programming

framework.[21]

4.1 Generalized Metropolis-Hastings

This method involves an application of a variant of the recently-discovered Generalized Metropolis-

Hastings algorithm.[4] Generalized Metropolis-Hastings, or Calderhead’s method, differs

from standard Metropolis-Hastings in that, at each iteration of the algorithm, it makes multi-

ple proposals instead of a single proposal. That is, an implementation of Calderhead’s method

requires some proposal mechanism, or proposal kernel. This proposal kernel produces an or-

dered set of N new candidate states. As in the case of standard Metropolis-Hastings, there is a

current state which determines the probability distribution out of which the set of proposals is

drawn, but unlike standard Metropolis-Hastings, the space on which this probability distribu-

tion is defined is the set of N-tuple vectors of the states of the state space.

Once a set of N proposals has been generated, a transition matrix A can be calculated for

the N + 1 possible successor states (the N proposed states plus the current state.) The transi-

tion probabilities of A are determined in such a way that the flow from one state to another

achieves equilibrium with the two states occurring at the same relative frequency as in the tar-

get distribution. Therefore, the stationary distribution of a Markov chain defined by the tran-

sition probabilities of A will sample from the set of proposals in a way that is proportional to

those proposals probabilities in the target distribution.

After the transition matrix A has been calculated, it is possible to sample from the station-

ary distribution of the Markov chain defined by A directly. This sampling can be done some

arbitrary number of times, and the samples generated are the output of the sampler. These
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samples are proportional to the target distribution. The last sample taken using A will be used

to generate a new set of proposals, and the process will repeat until the total number of sam-

ples generated is the desired output of the chain, or some other termination condition has been

met.

Calderhead provides an overview of the method[4]; a modified version appears in Algo-

rithm 1. The notation of x̃i represents the ith member of the proposal set, while xi represents

the ith sample taken by the method as a whole. Note that “the stationary distribution of I con-

ditioned on the set of proposals and the state used to generate those proposals” is just the sta-

tionary distribution of the Markov chain defined by the transition matrix A. The stationary

distribution of this Markov chain P(x̃i), for some member x̃i of the set of proposals, is propor-

tional to πx̃ jK(x̃ j, x̃\j), which is the product of the density of the state in the target distribution

with the probability of that state generating the rest of the current proposal set via the proposal

kernel K.

Algorithm 1 Calderhead’s Method
1: procedure GENERALIZED METROPOLIS-HASTINGS

2: Initialize starting atomic state x̃1, i = 1, and counter n = 0.
3: for each iteration do
4: Update the set of proposals x̃\i by drawing N new points from a proposal kernel,

call this K(x̃i, ·)
5: Calculate the stationary distribution of I conditioned on the set of proposals and

the state used to generate those proposals.
6: for m = 1 to N do
7: Sample i from the stationary distribution of I, setting the sample xn +m = x̃i.
8: end for
9: n = n+N

10: end for
11: end procedure

Calderhead’s method is called Generalized Metropolis-Hastings because, when N (the

number of generated proposals) is one, the method is no different from the standard Metropolis-

Hastings algorithm. Although the presence of a secondary transition matrix that guides the

transition probability during the sampling stage may seem like a departure from the require-

ment that the transition probabilities of a Markov chain are based solely on the current state

(and not on any other variables), this is not the case. Calderhead’s method makes use of an

auxiliary variable [2], I, which serves as the index of the set of proposals generated by the
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proposal kernel. Formally, the states being traversed by the method are defined by an ordered

set of N + 1 “states” of the original problem plus some value of I. The method as a whole is

a mixture [2] of two different types of transitions. The first transition is the proposal stage,

which changes the set of proposals. The second is the sampling stage, which changes the

value of I. Additionally, at each sampling step, the sampling output is taken to be the member

of the proposal set indexed by I. It is important to realize that this method is not truly transi-

tioning from proposal to proposal, but is rather transitioning between more complex states and

translating these more complex states into single proposals at each sampling step.

This method provides several opportunities for improved parallelism over a standard im-

plementation of Metropolis-Hastings. First, the method of proposal generation can be par-

allelized. At the step in which the N proposals are generated, the only state information re-

quired is that of the current state, x̃\I .

This method has several points of more efficient parallelism that the standard Metropolis-

Hastings method. First and foremost, the proposal kernel is dependent only upon the current

state, x̃\I . While that is a liability to parallelism in standard Metropolis-Hastings, in Calder-

head’s method each proposal is able to be generated independently from all others. This al-

lows each processor to separately generate a proposal. In other words, there is no interde-

pendency between the processes generating the individual proposals. Additionally, most of

the computation involved in the construction of the transition matrix can be done in paral-

lel. Since the matrix is (N + 1)× (N + 1) in size, each processor can populate one row of

the matrix. For coalescent genealogy samplers, these two phases — proposal and sampling

— account for the vast bulk of the computation. This converts a necessarily serial method to

one that is very readily parallelizable. Note also that there is no distinction between the paral-

lelism applied to the burn-in phase and the sampling phase. In contrast to other[25] methods,

there is not a necessarily-sequential burn-in component.

Applying Calderhead’s method to coalescent genealogy samplers requires developing a

proposal kernel that can generate multiple proposals which can be sampled. Recall that the

stationary distribution of the Markov chain defined by transition matrix A is proportional to

πx̃ jK(x̃ j, x̃\j) for any x̃ j in the proposal set. This means that for it to be possible for a particu-
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lar proposal x̃ j to be sampled, it must be possible for the multiple proposal kernel to propose

the rest of the proposal, to account for the situation that x̃ j is the current state at the start of

the proposal phase. In other words, for x̃ j to possibly be sampled, it must be the case that

K(x̃ j, x̃\j)> 0.

4.2 The LAMARC Package

The method described here is a modification of the software package LAMARC (Likelihood

Analysis with Metropolis Algorithm using Random Coalescence), which is described in the

seminal paper on coalescent genealogy samplers.[18] Although the contemporary LAMARC

program supports estimating several different parameters, the method in this thesis will only

be relevant to the θ product described in Section 2.4. This approximation is found by iter-

atively performing an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm for the likelihood of θ

through Markov sampling of genealogies as an implementation of the algorithm described

in Section 2.5.

The conventional version of LAMARC implements a standard Metropolis-Hastings algo-

rithm for the Expectation-generation step of the EM algorithm, and that implementation will

be modified for the purpose of this research. The standard proposal mechanism of LAMARC

is to target one of the non-root interior nodes (the target node) at random from the current ge-

nealogical tree and resimulate the neighborhood around that node in such a way that propos-

als are selected from the distribution P(G|θ). See Figure 7 for an example of a genealogical

tree with the target, parent, and children labeled. Recall that each interior node represents a

coalescent event. Resimulating the neighborhood consists of replacing the two deleted nodes,

and possibly reordering the children of those nodes, in accordance with population genetics

and coalescent theory.[15]

Resimulating proportionally to P(G|θ) is achieved by treating the genealogical tree as

a series of time intervals in order to determine in which time intervals the coalescent events

can legally be placed probabilistically, and then placing them probabilistically inside those

intervals. Figure 8 shows the tree from Figure 7 that is being resimulated. The lineages that

have been removed and have to be resimulated are called active lineages. At the beginning of
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Figure 7: A tree with the neighborhood of resimulation labeled

the region being resimulated, there is a single active lineage. This lineage descends from the

ancestor node, which is the parent of the parent of the targeted node. The first task in resim-

ulation is to establish where coalescent events occurred. At each coalescent event, one active

lineage splits into two. The earliest a coalescent event could occur is immediately following

the ancestor. The times of coalescent events are bound by the location of the children in the re-

gion being resimulated. At each child, an active lineage terminates, so coalescent events must

occur before the children that descend from them. Any interval that could contain a coales-

cent event is a feasible intervals. In Figure 8, there are six feasible intervals. The significance

of these as defined intervals is that the same number of lineages are present for the duration of

the interval, which is relevant to the resimulation of the neighborhood.

The method of finding the interval in which the active lineages coalesce occur (i.e. the

interval contains a coalescent event) is to calculate the probability of zero, one, or two active

lineages coalescing for each interval, and then work backwards from the knowledge that there

is exactly one active lineage at the end of the last feasible interval for coalescent placement.

Suppose that higher-numbered intervals are chronologically later than lower-numbered inter-

vals, so that interval i+ 1 is the interval immediately following interval i. Further, suppose

that Pi(n) is the probability that there are n active lineages at the start of interval i and that

Si, j(t) is the probability of starting an interval of length t with i active lineages, but finishing

with j active lineages. As an example, S2,3(1.0) is the probability of a single coalescent event

happening in an interval of time length 1.0 which ends with three active lineages. Knowing
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Figure 8: A tree with the neighborhood of resimulation deleted, intervals marked

that the number of active lineages at the end of any feasible interval is at least one and at most

three, it is possible to determine the values of Pi(n) with the length of interval i, call this ti,

and the values of Pi+1(n),n ∈ 1,2,3 as follows:

Pi(1) = Pi+1(1)S1,1(ti)+Pi+1(2)S1,2(ti)+Pi+1(3)S1,3(ti)

Pi(2) = Pi+1(2)S2,2(ti)+Pi+1(3)S2,3(ti)

Pi(3) = Pi+1(3)S3,3(ti).

The probability function Si, j(t) can be derived from Kingman’s coalescent theory [15] based

upon a constant chance of coalescence of two active lineages, integrated over the length of the

interval. This constant chance of coalescence is a function of the number of active lineages,

the number of inactive lineages (lineages that are not being resimulated) and the parameter

θ . Given the way intervals have been defined, there are a fixed number of inactive lineages

throughout the interval. These probabilities can be used to continue backwards through the

feasible intervals, populating the values of Pi(n), until the ancestor node is reached.

Once the probabilities of Pi(n) have been populated for all feasible intervals, the genealog-

ical tree can then be resimulated starting from the earliest feasible interval, with the knowl-

edge that there is exactly one active lineage at the beginning of that interval. This is accom-
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Figure 9: A possible resimulation of Figure 7

plished by a walk forward in time, probabilistically deciding if the next interval has zero, one,

or two coalescent events weighted by the values of Pi(n). Once the interval in which all coa-

lescent events will occur has been selected, the probabilistic distribution of placement within

an interval is selected by treating Si, j(t) as a cumulative distribution function of the density of

the coalescent. Additionally, the proposal may rearrange the children of the original target and

its parent in order to change the structure of the overall tree.[18]

The end result is a proposal which is a candidate successor genealogy. It is a modification

at one interval of the current genealogical tree. See Figure 9 for an example of how Figure

7 could have been resimulated. Notice that the children have been reshuffled, changing the

structure of the tree, not just the timing of the coalescent events. In this way, proposals are

generated out a distribution that is proportional to P(G|θ), where G is the proposed genealogy.

Following the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm[13], the acceptance ratio necessary to sample

from the posterior distribution P(G|D,θ) is

r =
P(G|D,θ)P(G0|θ)
P(G0|D,θ)P(G|θ)

=

(
P(D|G0)P(G|θ)

P(D|θ)

)
P(G0|θ)(

P(D|G)P(G0|θ)
P(D|θ)

)
P(G|θ)

=
P(D|G)

P(D|G0)
(28)

The proposal is accepted with probability min(1,r).
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Figure 10: A tree with node labels

4.3 Modifying LAMARC for Calderhead’s Algorithm

There is a challenge in applying Calderhead’s algorithm using LAMARC’s proposal mecha-

nism. If two genealogies vary by more than one neighborhood, they cannot mutually propose

each other. This means that Calderhead’s method cannot be applied directly by simply sam-

pling N times using the standard LAMARC mechanism, as this has a high probability of pro-

ducing proposals that cannot mutually propose some other member of the proposal set. For

example, consider the tree in Figure 10. If one proposal, x̃i, is generated by resimulating the

neighborhood around target node 6 and another proposal in the proposal set, x̃ j, is generated

by resimulating the neighborhood around any other node, then the two proposals will vary

by more than one neighborhood. There is no way that the standard proposal mechanism of

LAMARC will be able to propose x̃ j as a successor to x̃i, or vice versa. In fact, any other pro-

posal in the set will vary by more than one neighborhood from x̃i, x̃ j, or both. This means that

if any two proposals vary by more than one neighborhood, then no member of the proposal

set could mutually propose the rest of the proposal set other than the original generator of the

set. Hence, no other member of the proposal set could be sampled, which is pathological.

To avoid this problem, the method devised by research project is to use a modified pro-

posal mechanism. This proposal mechanism maintains an auxiliary variable. This variable,

call it φ , is sampled from a uniform distribution of 1 : N, where N is the number of interior
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nodes in the genealogical tree. The value of φ is sampled prior to each proposal set being gen-

erated, and determines which neighborhood is targeted for resimulation.

Because φ is picked from a uniform distribution (without being informed by any of the

state information of the Markov chain) it is trivially invariant. The impact of this variable is

to reduce to zero the probability of a generator state generating a set of proposals where any

two proposals vary by more than one neighborhood. Any remaining set has its probability of

being proposed reduced by a factor of N, however the probability distribution of these sets re-

mains proportional to the distribution in the original LAMARC proposal mechanism. This

means that the target distribution of the method remains the same, preserving correctness.

This modification ensures that all proposals will be able to mutually propose the entire set,

guaranteeing a non-zero sampling probability during the application of Calderhead’s method.

Because φ is picked from a uniform distribution (without being informed by any of the state

information of the Markov chain) it is trivially invariant. The impact of this variable is to re-

duce to zero the probability of a generator state generating a set of proposals where any two

proposals vary by more than one neighborhood. Any remaining set has its probability of be-

ing proposed reduced by a factor of N, however the probability distribution of these sets re-

mains proportional to the distribution in the original LAMARC proposal mechanism. This

means that the target distribution of the method remains the same, preserving correctness.

This modification ensures that all proposals will be able to mutually propose the entire set,

guaranteeing a non-zero sampling probability during the application of Calderhead’s method.

Instead of a single acceptance ratio, Calderhead’s method computes a stationary distri-

bution on the proposal set, and samples states directly from that distribution. Recall that, in

terms of coalescent genealogy samplers, the distribution is proportional to πG̃i
K(G̃i,G̃\i) for

any G̃i in the proposal set, where πG̃i
is the posterior probability of the proposal and K(G̃i,G̃\i)

is the probability of G̃i mututally proposing the rest of the proposal set. These terms are calcu-

lated as follows:

πG̃i
= P(G̃i|D,θ) =

P(D|G̃i)P(G̃i|θ)
P(D|θ)

(29)
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and

K(G̃i,G̃\i) =
N+1

∏
j ̸=i

P(G̃ j|θ) =
(P(G̃i|θ)

P(G̃i|θ)

)N+1

∏
j ̸=i

P(G̃ j|θ) =
∏N+1

j P(G̃ j|θ)
P(G̃i|θ)

∝
1

P(G̃i|θ)
. (30)

So then

πG̃i
K(G̃i,G̃\i) ∝

(P(D|G̃i)P(G̃i|θ)
P(D|θ)

) 1
P(G̃i|θ)

=
P(D|G̃i)

P(D|θ)
∝ P(D|G̃i) (31)

This distribution is easily sampled from, given a discrete set of proposals by sampling

a real number, x, uniformly from the interval (0,∑N+1
i=1 P(D|G̃i)), and iterating through the

proposals until reaching the lowest j such that ∑ j
i=1 P(D|G̃i) ≥ x. The hidden variable I then

takes value j, and the Markov chain samples the genealogy G̃ j. This sampling occurs an arbi-

trary number of times before generating a new sample set out of the distribution K(G̃i,G̃\i).

4.4 General-Purpose Graphical Processing

The platform chosen for applying Calderhead’s method to the coalescent genealogy sampler

is the Nvidia CUDA platform[21]. CUDA is a General-Purpose Graphical Processing Unit

(GPGPU) platform, which repurposes graphics hardware designed for the massive parallelism

of graphics rendering for regular computation. This allows a very high throughput of com-

putation with a relatively small form factor. A CUDA graphics card makes hundreds or thou-

sands of processing units available for simultaneous execution. In the CUDA paradigm, there

are two different processing contexts: the host, which is the CPU executing as a traditional

computing environment to initialize memory and run programs in the second context, which

is the graphics card (or device.)

CUDA is a single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) architecture, which means that ev-

ery computation unit in the same thread group, or warp, must be running the same instruction

at the same time, but may be running that instruction upon different data. The programs that

are executed on the graphics device itself are called CUDA kernels. The SIMD architecture

introduces some constraints into the design of CUDA kernels. For example, the efficiency of

execution is maximized when there is minimal conditional branching in a program, or when

all parallel threads of execution take the same branch. This is because different paths of execu-
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tion must be executed serially, rather than in parallel.

There are several generations of the CUDA platform, reflected in the versioning of two

separate components. The first component is the hardware. The version of hardware is re-

ferred to as the compute version. Each graphics card has a compute version, which is asso-

ciated with a different architecture, scale, and capabilities. The graphics card used for this

research had compute version 3.5, which is in the Kepler family. The second component of

the versioning is the API, or toolkit version. Different toolkits provide support for different

compute versions and feature sets. The toolkit version used for this project was 7.5.

The availability of compute version 3.5 hardware enabled the use of dynamic parallelism.

This feature is essentially the ability to launch CUDA kernels from within other CUDA ker-

nels. This allows the likelihood calculation for proposal genealogical trees to be launched at

the end of the proposal generation process as individually parallelized CUDA kernels. Launch-

ing the likelihood calculations from inside the proposal kernel simplifies program flow and

design, removing the need for either a more complex reduction step if the likelihoods of all

proposals were launched from a single CUDA kernel at the host level or the implementation

of a serially executed loop launching likelihood-calculating CUDA kernels for each proposal.

The flow of these kernels will be explored in greater detail in Section 5.1.

Another advantage of using compute version 3.5 is access to the native shuffle operations.

These are native, or intrinsic operations on the device itself for sharing information between

the threads in a warp. Shuffle operations allow for much more efficient reductions of data.

An example of a reduction that would be improved by the shuffle operations would be the

summation of a set of numbers, wherein each execution thread owned a number. Shuffle op-

erations allow each thread in a warp to share a value with another thread in the same warp as

an atomic operation. This negates the need for multiple explicit synchronizations of a larger

group of threads known as a block over the course of a reduction, which is suboptimal due to

the specific implementation of the block synchronization operation. Additionally, using shuf-

fles requires less shared memory be allocated between threads, as threads can share values

from their registers with other threads in the same warp directly, rather than needing to copy

these values to intermediate shared memory.
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Choosing a toolkit version greater than 6.0 makes it possible to use the unified memory

addressing (UMA) feature. This allows memory to be commonly addressed and accessed in

both host code and device code (i.e. CUDA kernels.) The advantage of this is that an object

declared as unified memory does not need to be explicitly copied between the host and the

device as calls to the unifed, or managed, address space automatically trigger a synchroniza-

tion of the two memories. Previous to the existence of unified memory, copying complex data

structures was very difficult, since any memory references would have to be reallocated to lo-

cally make sense in the different memory space when moving from device to host or host to

device.
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5 Implementation

In order to test the effectiveness of the method described, a proof-of-concept implementation

program was created.
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5.1 Program Flow

Program initialization:

./mpcgs <seqdata.phy> <init theta>

Read sequence data

Seed random number generator

Initialize Markov chain and proposal states

Have there been

N chain iterations?

Output the final, best estimate of theta

Program termination

Do burn-in period in parallel

Do sampling in parallel

Find MLE for theta and

replace theta estimate

No

Yes

Figure 11: The overall flow of the program. The main loop will be run N times, to per-
form N iterations of the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. N is statically de-
fined.
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The main flow of the program can be seen in Figure 11. This section gives implementation

details of this figure, expanding as necessary.

5.1.1 Program Entry

The proof-of-concept that was developed for this research is called mpcgs(multi-proposal co-

alescent genealogy sampler.) The command-line arguments that mpcgs receives at initializa-

tion are the name of a file that contains the formatted sequence data and an initial estimate of

θ (θ0.) The sequence data are expected to be in the PHYLIP genealogical data format[8], in

which the first line provides the number of samples and the length of the samples. Each suc-

cessive line leads with a fixed-length name of the sample followed by the sequence data. For

genealogical data, each base-pair is represented by a letter corresponding to the associated

nucleotide: A for adenine, C for cytosine, G for guanine, and T for thymine. The sequence

data pulled from the file specified in the first command-line argument constitute the D term as

described in earlier sections. There are no constraints on the initial estimate of θ that is pro-

vided as the second command-line argument, beyond being positive: the method as a whole is

designed to be insensitive to the initial driving value of θ .

5.1.2 Pseudo-Random Number Generator

There are two pseudo-random number generators (PRNGs) utilized in the program. The first

is MT19937, a common variant of Mersenne Twister.[19]. The state for this PRNG is main-

tained on the host, and it is for random number generation by the CPU. This PRNG is used

primarily to sample the auxiliary value φ from a discrete uniform distribution. However, the

PRNG used by the host cannot be used by the CUDA kernels to generate random numbers

since the state is held in the memory of the host and is inaccessible to them at runtime. Addi-

tionally, the standard deployments of MT19937 are not optimized for use by a GPGPU. It is

therefore necessary to have a second PRNG, with its state held in the memory of the graph-

ics card. An implementation exists of Mersenne Twister for CUDA, MTGP32, based upon

[24]. This implementation maintains state for up to 256 separate threads simultaneously, and

is thread-aware when run inside a CUDA kernel. This means that calls from different threads
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keep their state independently, with a goal of zero correlation between the numbers generated

for different threads at the same point in execution.

5.1.3 Data Initialization

During the initialization stage, all memory that will be necessary over the course of the pro-

gram’s execution is preallocated, values that are invariant across the execution of the program

are populated in device memory, the initial tree G0 is generated and the term P(D|G) is calcu-

lated.

The data structures that are preallocated include a place-holder proposal set for perform-

ing Calderhead’s method. This set consists of N + 1 genealogical tree structures, where N

is the number of proposals that will be made in the proposal stage. The preallocated data

structures also include space for M genealogies that have been reduced to an array of time-

intervals, where M is the number of genealogies sampled for MLE calculation. Nothing more

than the time intervals are stored for each sample, since the time intervals between the coales-

cent events are all that is necessary to calculate the P(G|θ) term; i.e. the structure of the ge-

nealogy is not needed. Additionally, since memory allocation inside a CUDA kernel is much

less efficient than allocations performed remotely on the host, it is advantageous to allocate

memory for intermediate calculations as “scratch” space at this stage, rather than to continu-

ally allocate and deallocate space at run-time.

The CUDA platform provides Read-Only memory specifically for constants that will not

change over the lifetime of a CUDA kernel. This constant space is highly optimized for read

access. For the coalescent genealogy sampler, the data that will not change over the lifetime

of execution are the sequence data. It is therefore desirable that this information be stored

in constant memory for improved performance. Constant memory has optimal performance

when every thread in a warp is reading the same value from constant space at the same time.

In all versions of the CUDA platform, there are 32 threads in each warp. There are four pos-

sible values that each base pair position in each sequence can take (A, C, G, or T), so each

base-pair position in each sequence can be stored in two binary bits. As will be seen in Sec-

tion 5.2.2, the likelihood calculation kernel will need each thread to have the value of a single
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position in a single sequence, so an entire warp can be populated out of 64 bits of data. This

means that each thread in the warp can read the same 8-byte value out of constant space in

order to optimize the reading of sequence data in the kernel.

Following [18], mpcgs initializes the initial starting genealogy of the Markov chain, G0,

to be the UPGMA tree generated[8] by the distance between sequences in D. A UPGMA tree

is built by clustering leafs and sub-trees according to some distance measure. The distance be-

tween individual sequences is taken to be the number of base pair positions that are different

between the two sequences, while the distance between two subtrees is the arithmetic mean

of the distances between all the leafs across the two trees. Shorter branch lengths mean closer

relations. As a deviation from the standard application of UPGMA, the branch lengths are

scaled by the assumed driving value of θ . The Markov chain is then seeded with G0 as the

generating genealogy, which accomplishes step 2 of Algorithm 1.

5.1.4 Sampling by Calderhead’s Method

Once the data initialization stage is complete, the Markov chain can be run using Calder-

head’s method. Running the chain involves two distinct periods: the burn-in period and the

sample generation period. Both of these periods are realized by repeated iteration of Algo-

rithm 1, with the addition that φ is sampled prior to each proposal set generation and passed

to the CUDA kernel (called the proposal kernel) that produces proposal genealogies. The re-

sult of the proposal kernel is the generation of a proposal set, each member of which has a

non-zero probability of proposing the rest of the set, given the value of φ . The proposal ker-

nel additionally calculates the terms of the stationary distribution that allows sampling of the

proposal set. The flow of this process can be seen in Figure 12.

5.1.5 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Once sampling is complete, the program searches for the value of θ that has the greatest rela-

tive likelihood, calculated using Equation 26. This is accomplished through an iterative gradi-

ent ascent of the relative likelihood curve, the basic method of which is shown in Algorithm 2.

The value of L(θ) is computed using another CUDA kernel, the posterior likelihood kernel.
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Start execution

Sample target node

...
Proposal Kernels

Sampling or burn-in?

+-Reduce P(D|G) terms

Sample once

Set current state of chain 

to bethe last sample

(will generate the next proposal set)

Return

More samples needed? Sample once

Sampling
Burn-in

Yes

No

Figure 12: The flow of the multiple proposal and sampling mechanism
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Algorithm 2 Gradient Ascent

1: set δ ,ε very small
2: θnext = θ0
3: do
4: θ = θnext

5: gradient = L(θnext+δ )−L(θnext−δ )
2δ

6: while (L(θnext)−L(θnext+gradient))> δ or (θnext+gradient )< 0 do
7: gradient = gradient ×1

2
8: end while
9: θnext = θnext+ gradient

10: while |θ −θnext |> ε
11: θ0 = θnext

5.2 Kernels

The program described here implements three separate CUDA kernels: the proposal kernel,

the data likelihood kernel, and the posterior likelihood kernel. The operation of all three will

be described in this section.

5.2.1 Proposal Kernel

The proposal kernel implements an algorithm very similar to the original LAMARC[18] pro-

posal method, as described in Section 4.3. The main difference in method is that the neigh-

borhood targeted for resimulation is passed to the kernel as an argument. Each thread running

the proposal kernel generates one proposal genealogy. Also, each thread running the proposal

kernel has the responsibility of calculating the value of P(D|G̃i), where G̃i is the proposal gen-

erated by that thread.

Since each thread produces one proposal, the total size of the generated proposal set will

be equal to the number of threads running the kernel in parallel. Each thread has an ID as-

signed by the graphics card, and that thread ID is taken to be the index of the generated pro-

posal in the proposal set. The thread with an ID equal to that of the current generator for

Calderhead’s method is idle for most of the processing, as it does not have to produce a new

proposal.

All random numbers are generated prior to any possible branching of the thread execution.

That is because it is a necessary condition of the MTGP32 PRNG that all threads be executing
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the same random number generation request at the same time, to avoid one thread overrun-

ning the state of another thread. [21] The random numbers are generated prior to the resimu-

lation of the target neighborhood, and are stored in space that was allocated during the data

initialization step.

Once the proposal has been generated, each thread individually initiates an instance of the

data likelihood kernel in order to determine the value of P(D|G̃i), which is the data likelihood

of G̃i. In order to guarantee parallel execution, a different stream of execution is initialized for

each data likelihood kernel. Note that there are two layers of parallelism occurring: multiple

individual proposal threads are each launching multiple child threads to calculate the data

likelihood. This is an example of dynamic parallelism. Because of the large number of total

threads across all kernel executions, the load of the data likelihood calculation as a whole is

shared across all the processing units of the graphics card.

After the data likelihood has been calculated, an additive reduction is performed across

all the proposal threads. This is done by using the warp shuffle operators to reduce each warp

down to a single value, placing that value into shared memory, and then additively reducing

the values in shared memory down to a single value, a step which occurs on a single thread.

Although it may seem inefficient to serially reduce this value in a single thread, in practice the

number of warps will be small enough that this is not a significant portion of the total compu-

tation.

The output of this kernel is a set of proposals, as well as a discrete weighted distribution

on those proposals that can be readily sampled from in order to produce sample genealogies.

5.2.2 Data Likelihood Kernel

The data likelihood kernel calculates the value of P(D|G) for a given genealogy G. The D

term represents the sequence data, which will be constant throughout the execution of the

program. This kernel implements the post-order traversal method described in Section 2.4.

Each thread calculates the likelihood for a particular base pair position in the sequence data.

In other words, each thread calculates Li(G) = ∑X πX Ln1(X), where i is taken to be the thread

ID.
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In theory, it is only necessary to recalculate the likelihood of nodes of the tree that are the

parents of branches that have changed due to the resimulation of the tree. If no aspect of a

tree’s structure or branch lengths has changed, then its data likelihood will not have changed

either. However, in practice, the cost of uncached memory access on the CUDA platform

means that it is computationally more efficient to simply recalculate the likelihood of every

node in every tree for every proposal, as opposed to reading some of the values from mem-

ory. Memory accesses are required in order to find the sequence data at the tips of the tree.

However, as mentioned in Section 5.1.3, this information is stored in constant space, which

decreases access times substantially.

In order to keep all intermediate calculations in stack registers, the program is executed

as a recursive descent through the tree, which creates one new stack frame per node in the

tree per thread of execution. Unfortunately, the stack depth then varies depending on runtime

variables, and there is the real possibility that a set of sequence data could overrun the stack

on the CUDA device, leading to a crash. Fortunately, CUDA stack depth is configurable prior

to launching a kernel, so as a solution to this problem, the program dynamically increases the

size of the CUDA stack at data initialization.

Once each thread has determined its value of Li(G), a multiplicative reduction must occur.

Recall that the likelihoods at each base pair site are considered to be mutually independent.

Just as in the reduction that occurs at the end of the proposal kernel, warp shuffle operators

are used to generate one value per warp, which is placed into shared memory and then further

reduced by a master thread. One thread per block (a higher level of thread organization than

a warp) places the value into device memory. If there are enough threads to warrant multiple

blocks, the execution thread that calls the data likelihood thread must perform a final reduc-

tion of the block-level aggregates. This is also done in serial, but the factor of reduction is so

great that it does not add significantly to computation costs. The result of this kernel is the

P(D|G) value having been stored for the given genealogy G.
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5.2.3 Posterior Likelihood Kernel

The posterior likelihood kernel calculates the value of the relative likelihood of L(θ) for a

given θ and group of genealogy samples Gi, which have been previously generated by Calder-

head’s method. The form of L(θ) was taken in Equation 26 to be the mean of the posterior

probabilities of the members of Gi, given θ , P(Gi|θ). Each thread calculates this posterior

probability term for a given genealogy in the set of samples. There are as many threads as

sampled genealogies, and the thread ID is used as an index on the sample set.

Each individual thread calculates the fraction from Equation 24 for the given genealogy.

This is the main computation of the thread. Once this ratio has been computed for each ge-

nealogy of the set of samples, a reduction is performed across all threads to find the largest

posterior likelihood. This is done to provide a normalizing factor and prevent value overflow,

as will be elaborated upon in Section 5.3. Once this normalization is complete, an additive re-

duction is performed on the normalized posterior values. This is done in the same manner as

in the other two kernels.

The result of this kernel is that the expected likelihood of θ as a ratio to the likelihood

of the sample-generating θ0 has been calculated. The kernel as a whole is an implementation

of the relative posterior likelihood function which is the function that is subsequently maxi-

mized in the MLE calculation in order to find a successor value of θ . This is the input into the

‘Maximize’ phase of the coalescent genealogy sampler, when it is viewed as an Expectation-

Maximization method.

5.3 Underflow Avoidance

Many of the terms being calculated by the kernels — as well as the intermediate terms neces-

sary to compute them — involve very small numbers or fractions with very small numbers in

the denominator. The risk on many of these calculations is arithmetic underflow, where the re-

sult of a calculation is smaller than the smallest representable floating point. In the case where

the extremely small value is a denominator of a fraction, the result can be either a divide by

zero fault or an overflow where the value of the fraction becomes a representation of infinity.

This can cause bugs that either crash the program or introduce bias into probabilistic calcula-
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tions.

This problem is very pronounced on CUDA platforms, which often optimize for speed.

The throughput of single-precision operations is much higher in CUDA than that of double-

precision operations. However, single-precision implementations of floating point numbers

have a much larger minimum value and much smaller maximum value than do double-precision

floating point numbers. The trade-off for better floating-point performance is therefore a loss

of precision and a higher risk of underflow/overflow.

The program described here avoids this risk by storing any value with a risk of overflow

or underflow as a logarithmic value. Instead of storing the value x, for example, the value

log(x) is stored in memory. This gives a wider range of computable values, at the loss of

some additional precision. Taking M to be the largest possible single-precision floating point,

storing logarithms rather than raw values in memory results in values as small as e−M and

as large as eM can be stored in memory as results or as intermediate products. If the non-

logarithmic value is needed, it can be calculated using the exponential function of the value

stored in memory.

For example, suppose that a = ln(x) and b = ln(y) are held in memory. If the value x× y

is needed, that value is calculated logarithmically as ln(x× y) = ln(x)+ ln(y) = a+ b. If the

value x+ y is needed, first calculate k = max(a,b), then logarithmically calculate the addition

as

ln(x+ y) = ln
(

ea + eb
)
= ln

[
ek(e(a−k)+ e(b−k))

]
= ln

(
e(a−k)+ e(b−k)

)
+ k. (32)

It is possible that the smaller term in Equation 32 will vanish to zero if it is much smaller

than the larger term. This is typically not an issue since it will cause only a minuscule error

in terms of the sum of the addition. Furthermore, this method of performing addition will pre-

vent both terms from being reduced to zero in the intermediate calculations, which would re-

sult in the sum as a whole being zero.
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6 Results

The results of the proof-of-concept implementation of the described method are quantified be-

low. These results comprise both a demonstration of “correctness” in reproducing the original

algorithm of LAMARC, as well as a characterization of the performance improvement that

results from the parallel implementation.

6.1 Accuracy

The method used to quantify correct operation was to simulate genealogical data from a known

θ value, and then compare the results of running θ -estimation using both the production

LAMARC package and the proof-of-concept application, mpcgs.

The procedure to produce simulated genealogical data is to first generate a simulated ge-

nealogical tree using the program ms.[14] This program simulates the evolution of a set of

“chromosomes” using a model of genetic drift, as described in Section 2.4. Typically, ms pro-

vides a set of permutations of different variants of chromosomes to represent different organ-

isms, but it can also include the genealogical tree that was simulated to provide these results.

In this case, the output of interest is the tree alone. For example, the command

ms 12 1 -T

produces a tree in the Newick tree format.[9]. The first argument specifies how many separate

samples of genetic information to simulate. This will define the size of the tree. The second

argument specifies how many different independent sequences of genetic information ms will

generate for each sample.

Once a tree has been simulated, the program seq-gen[22] can be used to simulate the

genealogical sequence data from the tree. This program generates sequences of nucleotides

which match the expected genetic separation of sequences that are related by the distances

specified in the trees that ms generates. The command

seq-gen -mF84 -I 200 -s 1.0 < treefile

generates a set of genealogical data. The first argument (-mF84) specifies the model of muta-

tion that should be used, in this case, the model is F84 (see [9] for details.) The second set of
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Figure 13: Plotting LAMARC and mpcgs accuracy

arguments (-l 200) specifies the length of each sequence. The argument given will result in

each sequence being 200 nucleotides long. The third argument (-s 1.0) specifies that the

true θ for simulation purposes is 1.0. The newick tree generated by ms is also given as an

argument to the seq-gen program by input redirection. The seq-gen program produces se-

quence data in the PHYLIP format. LAMARC is packaged with utility programs to convert

PHYLIP files into the necessary input format, and mpcgs can take these files as direct input.

Table 1: Comparison of LAMARC and mpcgs for θ -estimation

True θ LAMARC LAMARC StDev mpcgs mpcgs StDev

0.5 0.858 0.024 0.966 0.047

1.0 0.959 0.018 1.131 0.03

2.0 2.521 0.064 2.423 0.136

3.0 5.432 0.064 5.32 0.16

4.0 4.384 0.067 3.913 0.138

See Table 1 for a comparison of the θ estimation of LAMARC and mpcgs for different

sets of sequence data. This information is also graphed in Figure 13. The comparison should
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not be expected to be exact, since these are stochastic processes, and the current version of

LAMARC implements a somewhat different proposal mechanism than described in [18].

Additionally, the mutation model assumed by LAMARC and mpcgs is subtly different from

those provided by seq-gen, which accounts for differences (occasionally significant) between

the true θ and the value estimated by mpcgs. The test of accuracy is the Pearson correlation

coefficient, which shows a correlation of r = 0.905. This is a level of correlation that can be

characterized as very strong[6], especially considering differences in implementation details.

6.2 Performance

The method of testing performance improvement from the application of parallelism (i.e.

speedup) was to simply compare the runtime of LAMARC and mpcgs when provided the

same data sets with equivalent scaling parameters. This performance characterization was

made across three different dimensions of analysis that could affect performance. The three

were the number of genealogical samples generated at each iteration of expectation calcula-

tion, the number of sequences in the genealogical data, and the size of the sequences (number

of base pairs.)

Table 2: Speedup factor for varying number of samples

# Samples Speedup

20,000 3.69

30,000 3.8

40,000 3.95

60,000 4.19

80,000 4.27

100,000 4.32

Table 2 and Figure 14 show the speedup relative to the number of genealogical samples

taken by each iteration of the expectation calculation phase of the EM-algorithm. In other

words, this is the number of samples produced by each run of the coalescent genealogy sam-

pler. Increasing the number of samples increases the length of time the sampler runs, and also
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Figure 14: Speedup from varying the number of genealogical tree samples

increases the number of terms in the posterior likelihood function. Speedup does not seem to

vary significantly with the number of samples taken.

Table 3: Speedup factor for varying number of sequences

# Sequences Speedup

12 3.69

24 3.41

36 2.9

48 2.78

60 2.57

84 2.43

108 2.43

132 2.83

Table 3 and Figure 15 show the speedup relative to the number of sequences in the genealog-

ical data being used to produce an estimate of θ . The number of sequences affects the com-

plexity of the genealogies produced by the sampler, since the sequences form the leafs of the

genealogical trees. This affects the complexity of the data likelihood calculations, and also the

number of intervals that are used to calculate each term of the posterior likelihood. Speedup

seems to either not vary or to decline slightly as the number of sequences increases.
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Figure 15: Speedup from varying the number of sequences

Table 4: Speedup factor for varying sequence size

Sequence Size Speedup

200 3.69

400 5.67

600 7.86

800 10.22

1000 12.63

2000 23.28
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Figure 16: Speedup from varying the sequence size

Table 4 and Figure 16 show the speedup relative to the size of the genealogical sequences.

The length of the sequence is the number of base pair positions in each sequence. The length

of the sequences affects the amount of computation necessary to calculate the data likelihood

for each proposal genealogy in the course of performing Calderhead’s method. The speedup

seems to increase linearly with sequence length. Limits in implementation scaling prevented

testing beyond 2000 base pairs per sequence.
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7 Conclusion

The results above show that the program built as a proof of concept for the method described

in Section 4 has been successful. A novel method of parallelizing the coalescent genealogy

sampler has been found. Moreover, this novel method is free of the inherently sequential burn-

in period of previous efforts to apply parallelism to this class of sampler algorithm. As shown

in Section 3, this inherently sequential segment would otherwise eventually dominate compu-

tation time at high levels of parallelism.

With the burn-in segment parallelized, the idealized computation time for sampling be-

comes B+N
P , where B is the burn-in time, N is the sampling time, and P is the number of pro-

cessing units on which the program is executing. Of course, in practice, there will be smaller

serial components and additional implementation limits on scale, but this new method re-

moves a significant algorithmic limitation. This new method resolves the problem identified

in Section 3. Applying this method to large and complex data sets using modern parallel plat-

forms should provide estimates of population parameters much faster than would otherwise be

attainable.

These results also show that the method of implementation is most efficient at larger se-

quence sizes. This is fortunate, since the authors of LAMARC identify increasing the amount

of genetic information per sample to be generally the best way to improve study results.[17]

The reason for this increased efficiency with sequence size is likely that increasing sequence

size primarily increases the number of data likelihood threads executing simultaneously. This

more fully utilizes the processing units of the CUDA card, hiding memory latency as there is

a larger queue of instructions available for execution.

Future work is necessary to improve the efficiency of this proof of concept implementa-

tion. This will require a further redesign of kernel code to reduce data dependencies. As noted

earlier, CUDA has very high memory latency relative to instruction throughput, so there are

significant performance benefits in replacing any possible memory access with computation.

Additional optimization will take the form of tuning various parameters such as the size of

the proposal set that Calderhead’s method produces and the block size of the data likelihood

kernel. Tuning these values will require study across diverse data and execution conditions.
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Further work must also be done to enhance the functionality to estimate parameters other

than θ . The current LAMARC package is able to estimate multiple parameters for a given

set of genealogical samples. Adding a new parameter would require a new proposal kernel

to propose genealogies with the posterior probability of that parameter, as well as the ability

to calculate that posterior probability for a given genealogy in order to compute the posterior

likelihood curve.

Overall, this method is a promising one for future development and scientific use. The

application of Calderhead’s method to create parallel coalescent genealogy samplers has the

potential to greatly reduce the amount of time necessary to perform studies in population ge-

netics by allowing the efficient application of large-scale parallelism.
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